Training & Lab Schedules

SMFL Schedules, Events & Training

Lab Shutdowns

Safety Training Schedule - Researchers Only

SMFL New Researcher Safety Training

New Researcher training is conducted in a tour format.

- The training/tour should take 60 minutes. Please try and get there a few minutes early and be gowned and ready to go.
- Report to the main gowning room of the SMFL - Engineering Hall (Bldg 17) Room 2700.

New Researcher Training Schedule

SMFL Chemical Safety Training

Chemical training is conducted in a tour format.

Users will have completed their Researcher Training.

- The training/tour should take 60 minutes. Please try and get there a few minutes early and be gowned and ready to go.
- Report to the main gowning room of the SMFL - Engineering Hall (Bldg 17) Room 2700.

Chemical Training Schedule

SMFL Researcher Refresher Course & SMFL Chemical Refresher

- This training is for people that already have a Researcher and/or Chemical Safety Badge.
No signup is needed for this Refresher Training - just show up.

🌟 Refresher Training Schedule

**SMFL Class Safety Badges**

Taking a class? - your safety training information can be found here

**Tool Reservations**

- The SMFL Tool Reservation System can be found here

**Current Lab Schedule**

- Listing of the classes that have scheduled time for Spring 2017